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Your data matters. The concept of downtime and lack of availability are fast becoming obsolete as backup 

software innovates and stamps its mark on improving workplace efficiency and longevity. Read on to discover 

why Hosted Network utilise Veeam® Software for backups and replication and why Veeam is the innovative 

provider of solutions that deliver Availability for the Modern Data Center™.

Hosted Network have partnered with Veeam, the best in backups who 

proudly boast a growing 500,000 users. Taking advantage of leading 

virtual architecture, Veeam allows users to recover infinite VM’s in a 

matter of minutes as well as automatic recoverability testing, eliminating 

agents in advanced file and application-item recovery.

Partner with the best in backups

Do you know how many backup files your organisation needs and where they should be kept? Companies 

globally have started adhering to what is now known as the “3-2-1 rule”, whereby it is crucial to keep three copies 

of data, on two types of storage, with one copy being stored offsite. To abide by this backup rule, it is essential 

to have at least two sites of data, which is where Veeam’s latest release, Veeam Cloud Connect, provides the 

perfect solution. 

Learn backups 101, with rule “3-2-1”

Veeam Cloud Connect does exactly that, creates a connection between its customers and service providers to 

send data offsite in a simple and secure way. With Cloud Connect, customers can easily move their backups to a 

cloud repository without the need to invest in offsite infrastructure. This repository is then managed by Hosted 

Network, as a Veeam Cloud Service Provider and the customer is able to easily begin sending their virtual data to 

Hosted Network’s Cloud Connect repository.

Keep secure and connect with Cloud Connect 

We backup with Veeam, so you can
backup with confidence
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x 3

Create 3 copies of data
(1 primary and 2 backups)

x 2

Keep data on at least 2 types of
storage media

x 1

Store 1 of these offsite
(cloud)
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Business benefits

By backing up with Cloud Connect you eliminate the risk of catastrophic data loss and reap the benefits of no upfront 

investments. As well as this, Cloud Connect sees advantages across the below areas: 

 • Hosted offsite backups: Get your backups offsite to a hosted cloud repository through an SSL connection and

  cloud gateway

 • Complete visibility and control: Access and recover data in hosted backup repositories directly from the

  backup console and track cloud repository consumption

 • Modern backup architecture: Leverage Built-in WAN Acceleration, Backup Copy jobs, forever incremental backups 

 • End-to-end encryption:  Rest easy by encrypting all data at-source, before it leaves your network

Service providers are able to provide a Veeam-powered service to their customers and proudly announce the

reputable brand to their own clients. 

Disaster Recovery the right way

Backing up with Veeam isn’t just a safety precaution for ensuring ‘always on’ data, Cloud Connect is a Disaster 

Recovery necessity at an affordable, pay per VM price. Backups can be recovered in unprecedented time in the event 

of a disaster and work is able to continue without any detrimental revenue loss. With 1 in 6 recovery backups failing, 

Veeam Cloud Connect ensures data is always on and has a 24/7 accessible guarantee. 

Easily restore with VMware VCloud

Hosted Network clients who are already running VMware VCloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), can confidently 

restore data straight to Hosted Network’s infrastructure in the event of disaster, minimising downtime even further 

and providing a fully integrated, secure and efficient management of offsite backups.
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GET A 14 DAY FREE TRIAL LEARN MORE

Want to learn more? Call us on 1300 781 148  |  sales@hostednetwork.net.au

http://www.hostednetwork.net.au/veeam-cloud-connect/#contact-form
http://www.hostednetwork.net.au/veeam-cloud-connect/
mailto:sales%40hostednetwork.net.au?subject=Veeam%20Cloud%20Connect%20enquiry

